It’s ten years this month since Pim van Kleef
(right) made his first visit to London as a flower
man. Because while he had been travelling to
England for many years selling plants, this time
he was launching a brand new company called
Metz.  
Travelling overnight to save money, he and
Mieke Overgaag, who still looks after the UK
customer base, toured London and signed up
the first shop to their embryonic to-your-door
flower delivery service. A system that unlike the
traditional Flying Dutchman service allowed
florists to pre-order supplies and have them
delivered overnight.
Ten years on, Metz, the company he co-owns
with Frank and Richard Koenen, has grown
into a multi-million euro business.These days
the customer numbers are in thousands, not
dozens and the Metz of 2006 is no longer just
pan-European but cross Atlantic as well with
the addition of branches in both America and
Canada.
Now they are preparing for the next decade
of growth. Not just with the acquisition of
more space at their Honselersdijk headquarters,
but also the development of new services and
products like their new
Scala Verde project that ultimately aims to
link all their customers together and help them
grow their market share.
Because while Metz realise trade is tough
Pim actually isn’t that worried because as far as
he is concerned it’s always been tough.
“We want all our customers to feel part
of a successful company and to let them
know that they are as important to us
as we are hopefully to them.”
“Floristry is not for the faint hearted or
people who want to make a quick buck. Don’t
misunderstand me. We’ve lost customers over
the last few months because they’ve either
closed down or we’ve waved them goodbye
because they can’t pay their bills.
“But for every customer we’ve lost we’ve
gained another and usually a far stronger florist.
I think at long last we’re seeing the bad ones
either fall by the wayside or give in and that
means the strong will become stronger.”
In fact, Pim is quick to acknowledge that,
since he started working in the UK, the industry
has moved on unbelievably and reckons there
are more good florists these days than ever. And
they’re the ones he wants to work with and help.
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the next decade of
growth for Metz

For while they may spend enough money
on marketing, promotion and support services
to put them firmly in the top five of pan
European industry advertisers, it isn’t done
because Pim and his team have some big
headed need to see their name in print or
spending many evenings socialising with
customers. It’s done because they know that if
their florist customers are strong Metz will be
strong as well.
“We want all our customers to feel part of
a successful company and to let them know
that they are as important to us as we are
hopefully to them. That’s why we hold so many
meetings with our customers and launched our
own company magazine, which we distribute
around the world.
“We want everyone to see what everyone
else is doing and why we call both our suppliers
and customers Metz partners. At the end of the
day we’re all in this together and all share the
same aim… to make a living out of flowers
and plants.”
And that’s why they’re launching another
new service for florists - Scala Verde.
A unique, web based system of marketing,
promoting and networking their global
customer base so that Metz florist partners

can talk and work together.
“We’ve always believed that we serve the
best florists in the countries we deal with and
always wanted to give them a system they
could use to ‘talk’ to each other,” says Pim,
“but we needed to get all the technology right
because we needed to be sure we could deal
with all the other elements as well, like distant
selling rules and money transfer systems,
before we rolled it out across all our countries.”
Which is why, they tested it in Spain first
and, as Pim explained, are only just now
looking to roll it out into the UK and France.
“Our first trials in Spain have worked incredibly
well and florists have already seen the benefits
– and that’s even before we’ve added in the
on-line ordering and payment facility.”
You see, Metz don’t just give the florists
involved a hi style set of shop branding and
POS material. They also take out hi style ads in
leading life style magazines and use them to
promote the florists involved in the
Scala Verde scheme as well as hosting a
centralised Scala Verde website that enables
consumers and florists to contact each other.
“We are in a unique position and
know that a lot of people would like to
have the same sort of system
and supply confidence.”
A site that at the moment is a search and
find directory but will shortly include the
Scala Verde Plaza. A payment process that will
allow order transfers to take place without the
need for excessive paperwork.
The result? A system that gives the florist
the prestige of being a Scala Verde florist, the
knowledge that if they want to send flowers
to another town they can find a florist that
shares their own standards and, of course,
higher value orders because there are no
charges or fees.
So it’s a quasi relay service? “No,” says Pim
quite emphatically. “It’s about maintaining and
promoting the personal contact elements that
are the intrinsic strengths of a good florist by

“Scala Verde is about Metz supporting our key florists
and helping them become stronger by giving them
free promotion and marketing support with the back up of
an easy to use payment transfer system.”

providing a totally free customer-generating
service for our top level customers.
“Scala Verde is about Metz supporting our
key florists and helping them become stronger
by giving them free promotion and marketing
support with the back up of an easy to use
payment transfer system. There’s no charge,
no commissions (transactions through the
Plaza payment system will work on a straight
80/20 split between executing/sending floristMetz take nothing) and most importantly our
customers don’t have to take part… it’s
their choice.”
So having flagged it in their last issue of
Scala Verde and discussed it at their most
recent series of Win-Win evenings, the
customer gatherings Metz hold around the
UK, what have the vibes been like?
“Some were quiet and a few of the florists
we serve who belong to a relay company
wanted to know what it would mean to them.
But I have to say that the vast majority said
‘yes please, when can I start?’”
But Pim isn’t that surprised. Having spent
masses of time speaking with florists around
the country he has a fairly good idea of where
florists are coming from these days.
“The whole market is under pressure and
I think florists are realising that they can no
longer put all their eggs in one basket when
it comes to business generation or order
distribution. They want choice and, most
importantly they want an assurance that what
they send on behalf of one of their customers
through another florist is going to look good
and last.”
And that’s the key element that underpins
the whole project. Confidence that because
all the florists taking part in Scala Verde are
buying from the same source they know that
the rose a florist uses in Spain, France or the
USA will be exactly the same as the rose the
customer saw in England.
A promise that, as far as Metz is concerned,
cannot be matched by anyone else in the
world simply because no one else has the
same ‘joined up’ supply chain and can monitor
supply from producer to end seller.
“We are in a unique position and know
that a lot of people would like to have the
same sort of system and supply confidence.
But unlike most companies we’ve done it
the other way round. We built up a quality
network of florists through our supply service

and now we’re looking
at ways of making
them even stronger. We
start with a different
attitude because all our
customers are already
buying into the quality
market.”
But while Metz
believe they are
doing what both the
florist and consumer
wants they want
to be totally sure
and that’s why
they’re going to
be spending the
next few months
talking with their
customers to
make sure that
Scala Verde delivers the
goods in every way. “We’ll be showcasing the
concept at SFE07 and talking with customers
over the coming weeks to make sure they like
what we’re doing but the plan is to soft launch
it early next year.”
In the meantime Metz are head down
preparing for, wait for it, Valentine’s! “It’s not
that we’ve forgotten Christmas,” say Pim with
a smile “but that was dealt with in September.
Now we are starting to put together our order
books for Valentine’s to make sure we have
not just the right flowers but the right plants
and the right sundries as well.
Because, as far as Pim is concerned, these
days being a florist is more than just sticking
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a few flowers outside. It’s a complete service
and the successful florists will be the ones
that operate at the higher end of the market.
“Any florist who tries to compete with the
supermarkets or match IKEA on their vases is
heading for disaster. A florist who does good
work, supplies good flowers and shows they are
different will survive.”
For Metz, launching Scala Verde is just
another way of making sure that’s what their
customers do… not only survive but grow
as well.

Above right: One of the
adverts run in Spain to
promote Metz florists.
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